Confirmation of an artistic producer’s neighbouring rights for productions with a conductor

For all works with a conductor involved, the conductor bears the overall responsibility for the artistic interpretation of a work.

It is only in exceptional cases and only once their respective artistic contribution has been confirmed by the conductor that artistic producers’ performances can be considered to be relevant from a neighbouring rights perspective. Simply acting as an artistic production manager during the recording does not grant someone performing artists’ rights.

Neighbouring rights only arise in cases where the artistic producer gives the musicians direct artistic instructions how they should interpret the works.

I herewith confirm that

Name, first name: ____________________________________________

GVL contract number (6 digits): ________________________________

for the following sound recording production: ____________________________

with the contributing ensemble/conductor: ________________________________

has had a significant impact on the artistic interpretation of the performed works by giving definitive, essential and authoritative instructions.

His/her activity stretched beyond technical instructions regarding the recording quality, beyond the intended interpretation of the work by the musicians and the conductor and beyond the correction of mistakes during the performance. His/her influence related to his/her own artistic impulses which directly impacted on the actual work interpretation.

Place, date ____________________________ Signature/GVL contract number ____________________________

contactor/ensemble leader
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of work</th>
<th>Movement/section</th>
<th>Detailed description of the artistic instruction and the influencing act of interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Confirmed by**

**Please note:** We cannot accept confirmations you issued to yourself. It is possible that we need to ask you for further evidence in the course of our verification of your supporting documentation. We will incorporate the information you provided into our ARTSYS.GVL database, where it will be stored permanently and visible to others.

I herewith confirm that the details I submitted are correct. I am aware that I may be subject to criminal prosecution if I provide false or misleading information on productions and contributions.

____________________________________________________________________________________

Print name, phone number, e-mail

Signature artistic producer

Signature/GVL agreement number
Conductor/ensemble leader

Place, date